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Generally, the enumerator was required to list on Form A2 all 
dwellings and places in his enumeration district. The line num
ber on Form A2 on which each dwelling or place was listed, was 
to be entered on the enumerator map, near to the location of the 
dwelling or place on the map. An illustration of the listing of 
places on Form A2 is given in figure 11 and an illustration of the 
enumerator's map showing the line numbers corresponding to 
dwellings and places is given in figure 12. This method used for 
indicating places enumerated on the enumerator's map aided in 
insuring that the enumerator had visited all places in the enumera
tion district and that the coverage of all parts of the enumeration 
district was complete. 

In approximately 225 counties where there were a consider
able number of farm operators who did not reside on their farms 
and where the farms were relatively large, enumerators were re
quired to indicate on Form FA-100 (see fig. 13) the line number 
on Form A2 on which the operator of each 40 acres comprising 
the farm was located. 

When an Agriculture Questionnaire or a Landlord-Tenant 
Questionnaire was required, the enumerator obtained, when avail-
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able, the copy of the Agriculture Questionnaire the operator had 
received by mail, or took a questionnaire from his portfolio and 
asked whatever questions were required for completing and check
ing the filling of the questionnaire. The enumerator was instructed 
to make his entries on the questionnaires and other records legible 
and make entries only when necessary or required by the question
naire. (For example, if the answer to a question was "0", the 
enumerator was instructed to make no entry.) 

Sections VIII through XII of the Agriculture Questionnaire 
were to be filled only for a sample of farms. This sample consisted 
of places listed on the Form A2 with the size of the place indicated 
in a shaded square and in addition, in selected States, places 
having an exceptionally large entry for a specified item. The 
specifications determining the additional places that formed a 
part of the sample when the entry for a specified item was excep
tionally large, were given at the beginning of Section VIII of the 
Agriculture Questionnaire. 

Enumerators in the selected counties in which the Landlord
Tenant Questionnaire was used, were provided with special instruc
tions for filling this questionnaire. 
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FrouRE 11.-A2 Listing form (illustrative example). 
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